
Chapter 3 

Theoretical Development of Fuel Cell 
Electro-Chemistry 

J.l 1Vlathcmatical Models in the Literature 

luel cell modeling is helpful for fuel cell developers because it can lead to fuel cell design 
improvements. as well as. better. and more efficient fuel cells. The model must be robust 
and accurate and be able to provide solutions to fuel cell problems quickly. A good model 
should predict fuel cell performance under a wide range of fuel cell operating conditions. 
I 'en a modest fuel cell model will have large predictive power. 
.\ l~w important parameters to include in a fuel cell model are the cell. fuel and oxidant 
temreratures. the fuel or oxidant pressures, the cell potential, and the weight fraction of 
each reactant[7] [8]. Some of the parameters that must be solved for in a mathematical 
model are shown in Figure 3.l.The necessary improvements for fuel cell performance and 
(1peration demand better design, materials, and optimization. These issues can only be 
addressed if realistic mathematical process models are available. There are many published 
nwdels for PEM fuel cells in the literature, but it is often a daunting task for a newcomer to 
the field to begin understanding the complexity of the current models. 

l!1c lirst column of Table 3.1 shows the number of dimensions the models have in the 
ltterature. Most models in the early 1990s were one dimensional, models in the late 1990s 
L, early ::2000s were t\vo dimensional, and more recently there have been a t~w three 
dtmensional models for certain fuel cell components. The second column specifies that the 
mmlcl can be dynamic or steady state. Most published models have steady state voltage 
characteristics and concentration profiles. The next column of Table 3.1 presents the types 
td dectrode kinetic expressions used. Simple Tafel-type expressions are often employed. 
t ertain researchers use Butler-Volmer-type expressions, and a few other models use more 
realistic. complex multi step reaction kinetics for the electrochemical reactions. The next 
ltl!umn compares the phases used for the anode and cathode structures. It is well knovm 
that there are two phases (liquid and gas) that coexist under a variety of operating 
c, 'llditions. Inside the cathode structure. water may condense and block the way for fresh 
1 l\\ ~2l~ll to reach the catalyst layer. 

,\Jl important feature of each model is the mass transport descriptions of the anode. 
c~1thode. and electrolyte. Several mass transport models are used. Simple Fick diffusion 
tlhldels and effective Fick diffusion models typically use experimentally determined 
~.:lfectiw transport coefficients instead of Fick diffusivities. and do not account for 
UiJl\ ective tlo\v contributions. Therefore. many models use Nernst-Planck mass transport 
<.'\j•ressions that combine Fick's diffusion with convective flow. The convective 11ow is 
t\ pically calculated from Darcy's law using different formulations of the hydraulic 
l'l'rmeability coefficient. Some models use Schlogl's formulations for convective 1lov>' 
i11.~tead of Darcy's law. which also accounts for electro osmotic tlO\v, and can be used for 
J!1ass transport inside the PEM.A very simple method of incorporating electro osmotic flow 
ir1 the membrane is by applying the drag coefficient model. which assumes a proportion of 
\\Cttcr and fuel flow to proton tlow. Another popular type of mass transport description is 
1i!c ivlaxm:ll-SteLm formulation for multi component mixtures. This has been used for gas-
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phase transport in many models. but this equation would be better used for liquid-vapor
phase mass transport. Very few models use this equation for both phases. Surface diffusion 
models and models derived from irreversible thermodynamics are seldom used. Mass 
transport models that use effective transport coefficients and drag coenicients usually only 
yield a good approximation to experimental data under a limited range of operating 
conditions. 
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Figure 3.1- Parameters that must be solved for in a mathematical model. 

The second to last column of Table 3.1 [8] shows that the swelling of polymer membranes is 
nwdeled through empirical or thermodynamic models for PEM fuel cells. Most models 
assume a fully hydrated PEM. In certain cases, the water uptake is described by an 
empirical correlation. and in other cases a thermodynamic model is used based upon the 
change of Gibbs free energy inside the PEM based upon water content. The last column 
notes whether the published model includes energy balances. Most models assume an 
isothermal cell operation and therefore have no energy balances included. However. 
including energy balance equations is an important parameter in fuel cell models because 
the temperature affects the catalyst reactions and water management in the fuel cell. 

1\ model is only as accurate as its assumptions allow it to be. The assumptions need to be 
\\ell understood in order to understand the model's limitations and to accurately interpret its 
results. Common assumptions used in fuel cell modeling are: 
• Ideal gas properties 
• Incompressible Jlow 
• Laminar 1low 

• Isotropic and homogeneous electrolyte. electrode, and bipolar material structures 
• A. negligible ohmic potential drop in components 
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, .~~s and energy transport is modeled from a macro perspective using volume-averaged 
· ,.:nation equations 

, ~,)nccpts presented in this chapter can be applied to all fuel cell types. regardless of the 
tr cell geometry. Even simple fuel cell models will provide tremendous insight into 
,J . ·tmining why a fuel cell system performs well or poorly. 
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3.1.1 Creating Mathematical Models 
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T::: !)asic steps used for creating a mathematical model are the same regardless of the 
~~ ,L·m being modeled[8]. The details vary somewhat from method to method, but an 
Uhl:rstanding of the common steps, combined with the required method. provides a 
1!-:t·Jte\\Ork in which the results from almost any method can be interpreted and understood. 
Ill.· hasic steps of the model-building process are: 

I. \!,,del selection 
.-, \ J,1del fitting 
' \l,lLkl validation 

Tlil·'e three basic steps are used iteratively until an appropriate model for the data has been 
de\ c·loped. In the model selection step. plots of the data, process knowledge. and 
as--umptions about the process are used to determine the form of the model to be fit to the 
d~ti.l Then. using the selected model and data, an appropriate model-fitting method is used 
lll L''timate the unknown parameters in the model. When the parameter estimates have been 
m,tLk. the model is then carefully assessed to see if the underlying assumptions of the 
aJul\'iiS appear reasonable. lfthe assumptions seem valid, the model can be used to answer 
tiL· ,eientific or engineering questions that initiated the modeling effort. If the model 
\ al1dation identities problems with the current model, however, then the modeling process 
is rc:peated using information from the model validation step to select and/or tit an 
impn l\ ed model. 
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-~·! .2Variation on the Basic Steps 

1 ·1e three basic steps of process modeling assume that the data have already been collected 
,,J d that the same data set can be used to fit all of the candidate models. Although this is 
· •lle!J the case in model-building situations, one variation on the basic model-building 
'llJUencc comes up when additional data are needed to fit a newly hypothesized model 
hdc.cd on a model fit to the initial data. In this case. two additional steps experimental 
,!l-,ign and data collection can be added to the basic sequence between model selection and 
''1. llkl-fitting. Figure 3.2[81 shows the basic model-fitting sequence with the integration of 
• :L· related data collection steps into the model-building process . 
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Figure 3.2- Model-building sequence 

t '·r1sidering the model selection and fitting before collecting the initial data is also a good 
t.L' 1. Without data in hand. a hypothesis about what the data will look like is needed in 
, '' k'r to guess what the initial model should be. Hypothesizing the outcome of an 
c'\Periment is not always possible, but efforts made in the earliest stages of a project often 
111.1\lmize the efficiency of the whole model-building process and result in the best possible 
:n. 'dcls for the process. The remainder of this research is devoted to the background theory 
ctrLI modeling of the fuel cell layers to help one to better understand the fuel cell system. 
~u~cl tu create an accurate overall fuel cell model. 
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.i.2 Fuel Cell Electrochemistry 

·.2.1 Introduction 

111:-. section covers the electrochemistry needed in order to predict or model basic electrode 
1 'nctics. activation over potential, currents, and potentials in a fuel cell. It is essential to 
' 11dcrstand the underlying reaction process occurring at the anode and cathode when 
, 'ddci ing fuel cells. The electrochemical reactions control the rate of power generation. and 
. ~..: the cause of activation voltage losses. A lot of progress has been made in the area of 
, ic..:trode kinetics. but there is still a lot of work that needs to be developed in order to fully 
: IH.Ierstand the actual complex anode and cathode kinetics . 

. •.2.2 Basic Electro kinetic Concepts 
\ I electrochemical processes involve the transfer of electrons between an electrode and a 

, 'IL'lllical species with a change in Gibbs free energy. Electrochemical reaction occurs at the 
'll:rl~tcc between the electrode and the electrolyte. as shO\vn in Figure 3.3 

G--) ot.'ldtct~ (;) 

J:!yd!'C•Il•• 

('a:a.l~r~>t Laye1 l:ltflrct:ne ~ U:Uh..'>fC:llltl:}'tt" 

(~.uOCu S(lppo.il1"Ni Lay~, (,_Uc~:uc<>llr 

c.UalyW) coodw.:twt .6.1.:.et~) 

Figure 3.3- Fuel cell electrochemical reactions at the electrolyte and electrode. 

!ill' overall PEM fuel cell reactions do not seem overly complicated; the actual reactions 
rruceed through many steps and intermediate species. For example. for the anodic reaction. 
t11c i'ollowinL', elementary reactions are important. 

~ - I-1 "'ll ·t··J-I (3.1) 2 ,- t(Jd ad , ' 

I lad ....... 11 T + e - ( 3 .. 2) 

I ill' lirst reaction is a dissociatiw chemisorption step known as a Tafel reaction. and the 
-,c·cund reaction is a charge transfer ''Volmer" reaction. [t suggests that the hydrogen first 
absorbs on the electrode surface. and then dissociates into the H atoms. Second Equation 
,ktually produces the proton and electron. The first reaction takes into consideration that 
tt1c reacting species must first be absorbed on the electrode surface before the chemical 
reaction can occur. The rate of the electrode reaction may be inf1uenced by the diverse 
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th:-,mh~d species and the number of vacant sites. The surface coverage can be detincd as 
i1c traction of the electrode surface covered by adsorbed species. 

(~.]) 

,\here .. ad" is the species that is absorbed on the electrode surbce. and '"s" is the 
mcentration. C\ad is at the saturation of the electrode surface. The reaction rate equations 

.m be written more descriptively to include the metal adsorption sites (M)3: 

Lt.i 

~ 

.. ~~<7 
1-..:.t> 

I herdorc. the expression for the rate of reaction can be written as follows 

(3.4) 

( 3.5) 

(3.6) 

•\ here ( 1 - ) is the metal surface not covered by adsorbed hydrogen. The equations 
'I'L'sented in this section begin to illustrate some of the factors nvolved \vith the 
.·tectrochemical reactions occurring at the electrode/electrolyte interf~lce. 

).2.3 The Voltage Losses for a Polarization Curve 

nderstanding the reactions at the fuel cell anode and cathode is critical when modeling 
'uel cells. This shows the basic electrochemistry needed to predict electrode kinetics. 
tcti\ation losses. currents. and potentials in a fuel cell. The electrochemical reactions 
. , )ntrol the rate of power generation and are the main cause of activation voltage losses. 
I he activation over voltage is the voltage loss due to overcoming the catalyst activation 
''arrier in order to convert products into reactants. The equations presented in this. help to 
:'redict how fast the reactants are converted into electric current. and how much energy loss 
>ccurs during the actual electrochemical reaction. 

I he first step in creating the polarization curve is to calculate the Nernst voltage and 
\ ,1ltage losses. To calculate the Nernst voltage for this example. the partial pressures of 
1\ ater. hydrogen. and oxygen will be used. First calculate the saturation pressure of water: 

I hL" partial pressure of hydrogen (3.7) 

(3.8) 

I he partial pressure or nxygen 

(J.t)) 

I he acti\·ation losses are estimated using the Tafel equation: 
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Vact = -b *log(~) 
to 

R•T 
where b = Z•rx•F 

(3.1 ()) 

I\ is the gas constant, Tis the temperature (K), F is Faraday's constant and a is the charge 
transfer coefficient. The ohmic losses are estimated using Ohm's law: 

Volunic = -(i * r) (3.11) 

I he mass transport (or concentration losses) can be calculated using the following equation: 

- ·k i 
Vconc - alp hal* L * ln(l--:-) 

lL 

(3.12) 

Ill insure that there are no negative values calculated for V,,1.,, for the MATLAB program. 
the mass transport losses will only be calculated if 

1-(/J>o (3.13) 

else Vconc~ 0. 
l'he Nernst voltage can be calculated using the following equation: 

, cf,liq R * rk P1120 (3.14) 
ENcr·st = -----.--, *In ( 1 ) 

2*F 2d· -
PHz * P2oz 

S i nee all of the voltage losses had a (-) in front of each equation. the actual voltage is the 
addition of the Nernst voltage plus the voltage losses: 

Y = E0:crn't + Yact + Yuilnrrc + Y cm~c· (3.15) 

Example 3.1: A 25-cm2 active area hydrogen-air fuel cell stack has 20 cells, and operates 
at a temperature of 60 °C. Both the hydrogen and air are fed to the fuel cell at a pressure of 
1 atm. Create the polarization and fuel cell power curve for this fuel cell stack. (Appendix 
C-C-1 ).Some useful parameters for creating the polarization curve are: 

!he transfer coefticient, a, is 0.5, the exchange current density, i0, is 10-6 912 A/cm2
, the 

limiting current density, iL, is 1.4 A/cm2
, the amplification constant (a 1) is 0.085. the Gibbs 

function in liquid form, G Uiq. is -228,170 J/moL the constant for mass transport. k. is 1.1. 
and the internal resistance, R. is 0.19 Qcm2

. 
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~.2.-i Modeling the Catalyst Layer 

1 I >Lkl the PEM fuel cell anode and cathode catalyst layer using the equations for porous 
~ ttalysts introduced in this section[7][8]. Creation of expressions for the anode and cathode 
1. t 1\ ation losses, liquid water rate of reaction, and hydrogen rate of reaction with the 
· !lt1\\ing plots are shown: All of the parameters required for this derivation are listed in 
l jhlc ~.2. 

(I) Current density versus the effectiveness factor, 
( 2) Current density versus activation losses, 
(3) Current density versus voltage (polarization curve) 
( 4) Current density versus the hydrogen flux density. 

\ l,llkling the catalyst layer is very complex because it has properties of all of the other fuel 
, : i l layers combined. Some of the important phenomena that need to be included in a 

:_'(lnJUs catalyst layer model include mass, energy, and charge balances along with a 
·!ation that accounts for the contact between the porous GDL and polymer membrane 

<>\cr. In addition, knowing how the catalyst agglomerates are distributed along the GDL is 
1 ,:hallcngc. The kinetics equations are the most important when modeling the catalyst 
. 'cr. Commonly used equations are the Tafel and the Butler-Volmer equations (Appendix 

C-2). 

,-
1 Parameter 

Table 3.2- Parameters for derivation 
I Value 

:-----
[ Temperature 348.15 K 

02 permeation in agglomerate l.Se-11 
H2 permeation in agglomerate 2e-11 

Agglomerate radius in anode and cathode 11 Oe-5 
Total gas pressure I atm 

,--
f Hydrogen pressure I atm 
1 Air pressure I atm 
r s;-turation - 0.6e-12 
r-/\~;dc transfer coefficient 

-

I 
[G~thodc transfer coefficient 0.9 
' I Constant ohmic resistance 0.02 ohm-cm2 
\Limiting current density 1.4 A/cm2 
I Mass trans1;ort constant 1.1 

r~~npliflc~tion constant 0.085 
Gibbs function in liquid form 228,170 J/mol 

10,000 
I to 1.2 A/cm2 

I 

~lectrode-specific interfacial area 
___ urrent density 

----~-----

Inc lirst step is to calculate the Nernst voltage and voltage losses. To calculate the Nernst 
' 1ltagc for this example, the partial pressures of water, hydrogen, and oxygen will be used. 
! 1 rst calculate the saturation pressure of water: 

log 1'11 , 0 = --2.1794 + 0.02953 X 1~-- 9.1837 X 10-5 X T 2 c + 1.4454 X 10- 7 X T 3 c 

(3 .16) 
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lh~· paniai pn:ssmc ullJydrogt'll: 

P11 = 0.5 X (P11 , jexp(1.653 xi /( 7'1~· 334 )))- Pn.o 
L " -

(3.17) 

l he partial pressure of oxygen: 

Po:. = (PAir jexp(4.192 Xi /( T,2· 3
:
14

)))- P1120 
(3.1 ~n 

lhc voltage k)sses will now he calculated. The activation losses are estimated using the 
Butler-Volmer equation. For the anode: 

V. i2 = a1.~(1- S)Lanotle (3.19) 

. l.. Pn, 
l - • anocle - pre[ exp 

Hz 
(

0:.: 11 F ) (·o(c F )j 
RT ( 0 1 - 0 2) - e xp RT ( 0 1 - 0 2 ), 

(3.20) 

!·nr the cathode: 

V. i-2 = Cl1,2 (1 - S) icat!wde (3.21) 

. l Pa 2 (-c<c F )j tcauwtLe = preJ
02 

exp RT (01 - 02 - Er) 
(3.22) 

ll1c ohmic losses (sec Chapter 4) arc estimakd using Ohm's law: 

Vcunc = alphal Xi" X ln [1 -- iJ (.).23) 

To insure that there are no negative values calculated for Venne for the MA TLAI3 program, 
the mass transport losses will only he calculated if, 

[1 - _;_l > 0 
t~, 

(3.24) 

cbc Vc<\llC o= 0. 
The Nernst voltage can be calculated using the following equation: 

Gf,licJ /? x Tk I ( Pula ·). :-: ------ x n . 
LNcrnst - ? X j< 2 X j7 p X pl/~ 

~ , H
2 

02 

(3.25) 

Since all ol· the voltage losses had a(-) in front of each equation, the actual voltage is the 
addition of the Nernst voltage plus the voltage losses: 

V '"" ENcrn:-.l + Yael+ Vohmic + V cone 
(3.26) 

The hydrogen oxidation reaction rate at the anode can be written as: 

(3.27) 
\ 1. iz = Cl1,2ilt,1-2E 
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1 
V. Nm.,c; =- ZF auO- S)ianortcE 

. [ PH2 (ocu F ) (occ F )] 
lunodc = prej-. exp I?T (01 - 0z) - exp RT C0t - 02) 

/{ 2 ' 

I he ltquid water cathudc catalyst reaction can be written as: 

1 
V. N1-1zo,L = -

4
F au (1 - S) icatJwde E 

· [ Paz L - , 
Cutilocle - pre[, exp 

D:: 
c~~ p (01 - 0, ~ E,)) l 

Where the dTcctiveness factor is: 

1 
E = 

3
QJ2 (30 coth(30)- 1) 

lhe Thiele modulus is expressed by: 

k 
0 = c; ett 

[)OZ,agg 

The kinetic portion ofthc Thiele modulus is: 

I
, CLtzioorr ( a. • - , , L 

l - . ex J -- · 4F rc I l R7' ( '7 Cathoile) 
C02 

(3.2~) 

CL29) 

c~.~o) 

(3 .31) 

(3.32) 

(:1.:13) 

(3.3ct) 

One of the main challenges in modeling the catalyst layer is finding reliable parameters. 
The reference exchange current density, the transfer coefficients. and the reaction order arc 
all dependent on the rate determining step(s) of the complex electrochemical reaction. as 
\\ell as the electrode microstructure. 
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,LL5 Calculating the Ohmic Voltage Loss 

h ~ry material has an intrinsic resistance to charge f1ow. The material's natural resistance 
lt) charge t1ow causes ohmic polarization, which results in a loss in cell voltage (Appendix 
C-C-3). All fuel cell components contribute to the total electrical resistance in the fuel celL 
Including the electrolyte, the catalyst layer. the gas diffusion layer, bipolar plates. interface 
cuntacts. and terminal connections. The reduction in voltage is called '"ohmic loss." and 
Includes the electronic (R~~cc) and ionic (R, 011 ;c) contributions to fuel cell resistance. This can 
he written as: 

U ohmic =-c iR ohmic= i(Rciec + Riunic) (3.35) 

Rt\lnic dominates the reaction in Equation because ionic transport is more difficult than 
el~ctronic charge transport. Rionic is represents the ionic resistance of the electrolyte. and 
Rclcc is includes the total electrical resistance of all other conductive components. including 
the hirolar plates, cell interconnects, and contacts. 

!he electrical resistance ofthe fuel cell components is often expressed in the literature as 
cc1nductance (a). \Vhich is the reciprocal ofresistance: 

0 [ / Rohmic (3.36) 

\\here the total cell resistance (Rolunic) is the sum of the electronic and ionic resistance. 
Resistance is characteristic of the size, shape, and properties of the materiaL as expressed 
l)v' 

R ;;:: .. Lcuncl (3.37) 
crAconu 

l .ctilld is the length (em) of the conductor, Acond is the cross-sectional area (cm2) of the 
-:onductor. '"a" is the electrical conductivity (ohm -I em -!).The current density. The current 
clensity. j, (A/cm2). can be defined as 

j= l I A ,,11 (3.3R) 

j = N canin' *q * N drift= S ~ 

\cell is the active area of the fuel celL Ncarriers is the number of charge carriers 
1 carriers/em]). '"q" is the charge on each carrier ( 1.6 * I 0-19 C), Vc~,;n is the average drift 
velocity (cm/s) vvhere the charge carriers move~ is the electric tield. The general equation 
i'nr conductivity is: 

v 
o- = nq-;:

<; 

(3.39) 

!he term v/~ can he defined as the mobility, u;. A more specific equation for material 
conductivity can be characterized by two major factors: the number of carriers available. 
and the mobility of those carriers in the material, which can be written as: 

(J' = ('I z ·I * F) * (. * u' 1 '1 1 1 
(3.40) 

\\here c, is the number of moles of charge carriers per unit volume, u; is the mobility of the 
charge carriers within the material, z; is the charge number (valence electrons) for the 
carrier. and F is Faraday's constant. 

I· uel cell rerformancc will improve if the fuel cell resistance is decreased. The fuel cell 
resistance changes with area. When studying ohmic losses, it is helpful to compare 
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n:sistanc~:s on a per-area basis using curreut density. Ohmic losses can be calculated trom 
current density using 

(3.41) 

1A'Ilcrc /\SRut11111c is area-specilic n:sistancc ol"thc fuel cdl. 
Since the ohmic over potential for the fuel cell is mainly due to ionic resistance in the 
electrolyte. this can be expressed as 

(3.42) 

Where .. I " is the length or thickness of the material. The first term in applies to the anode. 
the second to the electrolyte. and the third to the cathode.- In the bipolar plates. the "'land 
area"" can vary depending upon flow channel area. As the land area is decreased. the contact 
resistance increases since the land area is the term in the denominator of the contact 
resistance: 

Ohmic Los!; as a Function of Fuel Cell A1ea 
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Figure 3.6- Ohmic loss as a function of fuel cell area. 

(3.43) 
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